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A world of online resources. Main menu Tag Archives: Mark Englin Wow, this is a very brief summary of today’s “strange phenomenon”
talk and I am sorry for the lack of detail. So we have an oddity, a phrase that may have started “getting above itself” and something bizarre is
happening. May have or may be, at least for those who follow that specific tweet. The oddity is that the phrase has spread exponentially with
the hashtag #ThisIsTheTruth. Scrolling through Twitter we can see that this particular hashtag doesn’t look like a brand or a company. And

the image that takes up the background doesn’t look like a company logo either. But there is no official ID of who is behind the campaign, or
what the campaign actually is. But the sudden appearance of the image, the weird phrase and the awareness of the meme on Twitter by the
mainstream press brings to mind the meme originated by the Internet Researchers around the turn of the millennium – it was a meme that

called out everything with an established brand and “emulated” it – only in a far less clever, subversive way. The Meme, and People Liked It
– the first Internet-influenced meme The brand in question was the Nokia Lumia. The meme called out everything Nokia did or created and

left it unanswered. But it was really just a front for two friends in Toronto. The meme got noticed by many people, some of them even
assumed that it was a viral campaign by Nokia in order to promote their last product – the Lumia. The Brand Buying – so a brand bought the
meme And it wasn’t even the only time the same meme had been used to mock a brand. It started when the same company decided to create

a meme and sell it to the brand. It’s not “joke”, not a man behind the computer in a warehouse in Slovenia. It’s a person who is targeting a
niche group of people on the Internet. The meme is not “fake” – it’s not a made up product – it’s a real product. The brand paid the meme-

maker to create the meme and to help the public to spread it. And this person is not even 3e33713323
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